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ABSTRACT
With the surge in popularity of cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin has em-
erged as one of the most promising means for remittance, payments,
and trading. Supplemented by the convenience offered by the smart-
phones, an increasing number of users are adopting Bitcoin wallet
apps for different purposes.

In this paper, we focus on identifying user activities on smart-
phone-based Bitcoin wallet apps that are commonly used for send-
ing, receiving, and trading Bitcoin. To accomplish our goal, we
performed network traffic analysis using machine learning tech-
niques. Since we focus on apps of the same type/functionality, it
makes our classification problem even more difficult compared to
classifying apps tailored for discrete purposes. Moreover, our goal
is to identify user activities even in the presence of encryption. In
our experiments, we considered the worldwide most downloaded
Bitcoin wallet apps on both Google Play Store and Apple’s App
Store. For collecting network traffic traces, we used only physical
hardware and omitted any emulator to build our experiment sce-
nario as close to the real environment as possible. We process the
traffic traces in several phases before extracting the features that
are utilized to train our supervised learning algorithms. We deal
with the classification problem in multiple stages in a hierarchical
fashion. We ran a thorough set of experiments to assess the per-
formance of our system and attained nearly 95% accuracy in user
activity identification.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Feature selection; • Applied
computing → Network forensics; • Security and privacy →
Web application security;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Bitcoin – the first cryptocurrency – has gained enormous attention
when its price raised from approximately $1,000 in March 2017 to
nearly $19,500 in December 2017 [5]. The market capitalization of
Bitcoin also grew dramatically and reached a level of $326 billion
in Q4 2017. This growth in the value of Bitcoin attracted masses
to trade for this cryptocurrency, and platforms such as Coinbase
enabled users to trade for it conveniently. Moreover, several online
shopping websites, supermarkets, etc. accept Bitcoin as a valid
mode of payment. Consequently, an increasing number of users
are adopting Bitcoin wallet apps for different purposes such as
payment, remittance, and trading.

On another side, network traffic analysis has been extensively
exploited by adversaries to create user profiles and deduce sensitive
information such as which airline does the user fly with, which
financial institution does the user banks with, or which company
provides insurance to the user. User profiling is also used for other
non-malicious activities such as network performance optimization
in the culture of bring-your-own-device [20]. For traffic analysis,
traditional TCP/IP traffic may be identified using port information
because applications tend to use “well-known” port numbers that
are typically reserved for standard services. Furthermore, to dis-
tinguish multiple sources of data-traffic from services that utilize
the same port number (e.g., Internet browsing), it may sometimes
adequate to inspect the HTTP headers, in particular, IP addresses
to identify the communicating peers. However, traffic analysis in
the domain of the smartphones is complex because several apps
exchange data using HTTP/HTTPS. If the developers choose to use
HTTPS, the communication is encrypted, and thus, conventional
techniques of inspecting the traffic cannot help in the task of traffic
identification. Moreover, many apps as well as ad networks use Con-
tent Distribution Network (CDN) for scalable delivery of content
and furnish APIs to their applications. Using CDNs and APIs may
cause different apps to communicate via the same IP address (or IP
range), which consequently hinders the identification techniques
that solely depend on the IP addresses.
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Motivation and research scope:Wemotivate our work by outlining
one of the most critical situations arising in today’s cyber-space:
pseudo-anonymity offered by the Bitcoin system makes it difficult
for law-enforcing agencies to trace the masterminds behind modern
cyber-crimes, e.g., ransomware campaigns, which are increasing
day-by-day. We believe that our work can assist in the hunt of
cyber-criminals by monitoring (or at least by filtering) the potential
Bitcoin wallet users. Most importantly, our work can be extended
to other categories of smartphone apps to improve user profiling
even further.

Contributions: In this paper, we propose our approach to identify
activities of Bitcoin wallet users via network traffic analysis. In
particular, we recognize user actions within Bitcoin wallet apps.
Our approach can identify user activities even in the presence
of encryption.

Organization: The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the previous works on traffic analysis. Section 3
elaborates our system’s design. Section 4 covers the details of our
classifier. We present and discuss our results in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK
Since our work relies on network traffic analysis, we will primarily
discuss the previous works related to it. Network traffic analysis
using machine learning techniques has been an active area of re-
search. Several attempts have been made to analyze network traffic
from workstations, smartphones, etc. On the surface, smartphones’
traffic analysis may appear as a sheer translation of existing works
for workstations. However, several studies [11, 12, 17, 30] have
concluded that despite having similarities (e.g., end-to-end com-
munication using via IP addresses and ports), there are nuances in
the characteristics of the traffic generated by smartphones. Here,
we will discuss the works related only to the smartphones; the
main focus of our work. However, the interested readers may refer
to the works [3, 13, 14, 18, 21, 23] to comprehend traffic analysis
on workstations.

In the domain of the smartphones, network traffic analysis has
been effectively utilized to leak sensitive user data [10], to find de-
vice’s location [2], and to profile users based on the apps installed
on their device [26]. Dai et al. [9] propose NetworkProfiler to au-
tomate profiling and identification of Android apps. It scrutinizes
HTTP payload, and thus the approach is not adequate when the
payload is encrypted. Wang et al. [29] present an approach for in-
specting encrypted 802.11 frames to identify apps from App Store.
Qazi et al. [22] propose a framework, called Atlas, to recognize
Android apps using network flows obtained by leveraging SDN’s
data reporting. Mongkolluksamee et al. [19] use communication
patterns and packet size distribution to distinguish among distinct
Android apps. Alan and Kaur [1] use TCP/IP headers of the first
64 packets generated upon app launch to identify Android apps. Tay-
lor et al. [27] showed that a passive eavesdropper can recognize An-
droid apps by fingerprinting network traffic. Conti et al. [6] suggest
eavesdropping encrypted network traffic to classify user actions
within the scope of different Android apps. Similarly, Saltaformag-
gio et al. [24] propose NetScope, which also examines encrypted
traffic to identify user activity. The work presented in [8] focuses

on iMessage and three other third-party messaging apps for iOS
to detect messaging activity. Zhou et al. [31] target a specific user
action (i.e., send a tweet) on the Twitter app installed on an An-
droid smartphone.

To summarize, existing solutions either focus on apps from dif-
ferent categories that inherently generate distinct network traffic
or consider a particular smartphone platform. Our work is different
from the state-of-the-art on two dimensions: (1) we focus on apps of
same type/functionality, which makes classification problem even
more difficult; (2) we consider both Android and iOS operating sys-
tem, which collectively covers the majority of smartphone users.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN
We elucidate our decision for selecting the smartphones, apps, and
their actions in Section 3.1. We also elaborate our equipment setup
in Section 3.2.

3.1 Smartphone, app, and action selection
According to the report1 by Gartner, Android and iOS devices to-
gether accounted for 99.9% of all smartphone sales by the end of
the year 2017. Hence, in our study, we used both Android (Sam-
sung Galaxy S5 running Android 6.0.1) and iOS (iPhone 5 running
iOS 10.3.3) smartphones. Table 1 lists the worldwide most down-
loaded2 Bitcoin wallet apps on both Google Play Store and Apple’s
App Store in the year 2017.

Table 1: Top 10 most downloaded Bitcoin wallet apps

N. Google Play Store App Store
1 Coinbase Coinbase
2 Zebpay Blockchain

3 Bitcoin Wallet
(Bitcoin.com) Bread

4 Luno Bitcoin Wallet
(Bitcoin.com)

5 Xapo Xapo
6 Unocoin BitPay
7 Mycelium Zebpay
8 Wirex Wirex

9 Bitcoin Wallet
(Bitcoin Wallet Devs) BTC.com

10 BTC.com Copay

From the apps listed in Table 1, we considered nine apps. These
apps are listed in Table 2. The apps we omitted in our experiments
are either country restricted (e.g., Unocoin requires Indian phone
number and tax code to register) or available for both the platforms
with identical features (e.g., Wirex). However, as the representative
of the later class of apps, we included Bitcoin Wallet (Bitcoin.com)
app for both the platforms. For non-Bitcoin apps, we chose the top-
10 apps along with additional 20 Internet-dependent apps from the
respective official application store of each platform. It is important

1gartner.com/newsroom/id/3859963
2sensortower.com/blog/bitcoin-wallet-app-growth
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to mention that these numbers do not include system apps and the
apps that do not require the Internet, e.g., calculator app.

Table 2: Apps used for classification

Android iOS

W
al
le
t

ap
ps

BTC.com BitPay
Bitcoin Wallet
(Bitcoin.com)

Coinbase Blockchain
Luno Bread

Mycelium Copay

N
on

w
al
le
t

ap
ps

Top-10 apps along
with additional 20

Internet-dependent apps.

We inspected each app and identified the actions available on
it. For Bitcoin wallet apps, we found seven classes of actions rel-
evant to Bitcoin transactions: open the app, receive Bitcoin, send
Bitcoin, generate a new Bitcoin address, buy/sell (trade) Bitcoin, see
transaction history, and check available balance. We omitted other
actions available on the wallet apps because they do not necessarily
elicit network traffic, e.g., exit/close the app and share the app via
SMS/Bluetooth. Table 3 lists the actions available on the wallet apps
mentioned in Table 1.

Table 3: Actions available on Bitcoin wallet apps

App

Action

O
pe

n
ap

p

R
ec
ei
ve

B
it
co

in

Se
nd

B
it
co

in

G
en

er
at
e

ad
dr
es
se
s

In
-a
pp

bu
y/
se
ll

T
ra
ns

ac
ti
on

hi
st
or
y

C
he

ck
ba

la
nc

e

BTC.com ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✠ ❅ ❅

BitPay ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ♣ ❅

Bitcoin Wallet
(Bitcoin Wallet Devs) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ❅ ❅

Bitcoin Wallet
(Bitcoin.com) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✠ ♣ ❅

Blockchain ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ♣ ❅

Bread ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ♣ ❅

Coinbase ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ♣ ❅

Copay ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ♣ ❅

Luno ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ❖ ✙

Mycelium ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✠ ❖ ❅

Unocoin ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ❖ ❅

Wirex ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ❅ ❅

Xapo ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ❖ ❅

Zebpay ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ❖ ❅

✓ Available ✗ Not available ❅ On app’s home ♣ Under individual wal-
let/currency
✙ Under dedicated menu for wallets’ summary ❖ Under dedicated menu for
transaction history
✠ Redirects to an external website, leaving the app

From Table 3, it is clear that only three actions, i.e., open the app,
receive Bitcoin, and send Bitcoin are available across all the wallet
apps. Hence, we choose these three actions for classification, which
indeed are the most important actions for Bitcoin transactions. It is
also important to mention that opening the app may also be seen

as the user’s intent to inquire about the available balance or to
synchronize transaction history. Given the wide-variety of distinct
apps in the non-Bitcoin app category, we collected traffic traces for
such apps while using each device normally for 8 hours. Next, we
explain our equipment setup for experiments and data collection.

3.2 Equipment setup
Figure 1 shows our equipment setup for collecting network traffic
generated from the apps. The workstation was equipped with two
Ethernet-based Network Interface Controllers (NICs); one for con-
necting it to the Internet and the other one for connecting it to the
Wi-Fi Access Point (AP). The workstation was configured to for-
ward traffic between Wi-Fi AP and the Internet. The smartphones
were provided access to the Internet over a wireless connection via
Wi-Fi AP. It is important to mention that only one smartphone was
connected to theWi-Fi AP at a time. To simulate user actions on the
smartphones and thus evoke network traffic, scripted-commands
were sent via USB. For the Android device, we used Android De-
bug Bridge (adb3), while for iOS device, we used Alloy 2.1.14 app
that allows to automate the device without jailbreaking it. The
generated network traffic was captured on the workstation using
Wireshark 2.2.65.

Internet

Wi-Fi AP

Scripted-commands sent via 
USB to simulate user actions

Ethernet Conn.
Wireless Conn.

Figure 1: Equipment setup

The captured traces were exported to Comma Separated Value
(CSV) files; each row holding the details of one captured packet. For
each packet, we collected time, source IP address, destination IP
address, ports, packet length, protocol, and TCP/IP flags. Although
the packet’s payload was gathered, it was discarded since it may
or may not be encrypted. Finally, to make the experiment scenario
as close to the real environment as possible, we used only physical
hardware and omitted any device emulator or virtual machine.
We used Actiona 3.9.16 tool to coordinate the entire process of
data collection.

4 CLASSIFIER DESIGN
In this section, we present the design of our classification procedure.
At first, we describe the data preprocessing phase necessary to get
suitable training instances for the classification algorithm. Then,
we briefly define the machine learning methods we used and how
they have been trained and finally used for the classification.

4.1 Data preprocessing
To handle network traffic traces via machine learning models, we
need to perform a preprocessing step. In this work, we employ
3developer.android.com/studio/command-line/adb
4alloylauncher.com
5wireshark.org
6wiki.actiona.tools/doku.php?id=:en:start
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a procedure inspired by the one proposed in [27]. The complete
procedure is composed of the following steps:

Network trace capture The network trace capturing process
aims to collect traffic data from a network in which simu-
lated users are using apps connected to such network. The
full equipment setup has been described previously in Sec-
tion 3.2.

Traffic burstification After the data collection phase, the net-
work traffic needs to be parsed. The parsing aims to obtain
chunks of traffic that can be directly converted into training
instances suitable for the learning models. The first part of
the parsing step is the so-called traffic burstification: the net-
work traffic is divided into macro-chunks called bursts. A
burst is defined as a sequence of traffic packets where each
packet is either received or transmitted within a threshold
of time. In our experiments, such threshold has been fixed
to one second, as previously done in [27].

Flows separation The next part of the parsing step further
divides the bursts into chuncks, called flows, corresponding
to traffic between pairs of IP addresses/port. Anytime the
port information was not available the corresponding packet
was discarded. Similarly, flows with less than three packets
has also been discarded.

4.2 Feature selection
After the data preprocessing stage, we obtain a set of flows; each
of them corresponding to a particular action of a specific app. The
final step consists of converting the flows into training instances.
It is important to notice that a single action of an application can
produce more than one flow, and hence it can produce more than
one training instance.

For each flow, the following feature selection procedure has been
performed:
• Assuming the local IP address as the target endpoint of the
flow, we convert each packet into a number corresponding to
its length in bytes. If the packet has been sent by the target,
such number is negated. At the end of this step, the flow is
converted into a sequence (time series) of integer numbers.
It is worth to note that the lengths of such sequences of num-
bers are not uniform and hence, in general, are not directly
suitable as training instances. Machine learning models usu-
ally require fixed length input instances.
• The extracted sequence is finally converted into a training
instance via a statistical feature extraction procedure, which
simply compute some statistics over the time series. The used
statistics are: length of the series, minimum,maximum,mean,
median, mode, variance, skewness, kurtosis, and percentile
at 25%, 50% and 75%. These statistics are collected for the
entire sequence, for the incoming packets only, and for the
outgoing packets only. Hence, the resulting training instance
has a dimension of 36 (12 × 3). Finally, if we called x ∈ R36

the vector containing the statistics, the complete training
instance is described by the pair (x,y), where y is the target
classification value.

It is worth to mention that while source and destination IP ad-
dresses have been used for flows separation, they were not lever-
aged in any way during the classification. The full procedure, in-
cluding the data preprocessing steps, is depicted in Figure 2.

(a) Network traces capture: different col-
ors represent different applications.

(b) Traffic burstification: traces are split
into bursts.

(c) Flows separation: for each burst, different flows are separated by
means of the pairs of source-destination IPs.

(d) Training set creation: flows are converted into vectors of
statistical features about the packets length.

Figure 2: Network traffic preprocessing

4.3 Machine learning
Given the modularity of the proposed framework, any classification
method can be plugged to perform the task. For experimental pur-
poses, we employed two of the most successful machine learning
methods for classification, namely Support Vector Machine (SVM)
and Random Forest (RF).
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SVM is one of the most used kernel methods in machine learn-
ing [7, 25, 28]. Besides its good reputation in terms of clas-
sification accuracy, SVM’s popularity is also given by its
strong theoretical foundation. SVM aims to find a hyper-
plane that separates the instances with different labels. Such
hyperplane is guaranteed tomaximize theminimum distance
between two points with different label. This property entail
very good generalization capabilities to unseen examples,
which is a desired feature for any machine learning model.

RF also known as random decision forests [15], are learning
algorithm of the family of ensemble learning methods. RF for
classification operate by constructing a set of decision trees at
training time, and at the prediction time, they output the class
that is themode of the classes (classification) of the individual
decision trees. One of the strengths of RF are their efficiency
and their simplicity. Since they are based on decision trees, it
is very easy to grasp what they do under the hood. Moreover,
RF have achieved state-of-the-art performances in many
classification tasks.

4.4 Training
The training phase consists of learning the model parameters us-
ing the training set. In our scenario, in which we want to identify
whether a Bitcoin app is being used and also which specific action
of such app is being performed, we need to tackle the problem at
different levels. We can identify the following layers of classifica-
tion:

(1) Classify whether the instance represents a flow of a Bitcoin
app or not;

(2) If so, classify whether it belongs to an Android app or an
iOS app;

(3) If it has been categorized as Android (or iOS) app, classify
the specific app;

(4) Given the app from the previous step, finally, classify the
specific action.

The full stack of classification layers is depicted in Figure 3.

Bitcoin vs.
non-Bitcoin

iOS vs.
Android

Classify
app

Classify
action

Figure 3: Classification hierarchy: (i) Bitcoin apps are iso-
lated from the non-Bitcoin ones; (ii) Bitcoin apps are classi-
fied on the basis of the operating system; (iii) For the target
operating system, the Bitcoin app is identified; (iv) given the
app, the related action is identified.

Hence, the training phase requires to learn one model for each of
the classification tasks described above. Before starting the training,
to normalize the input data, we apply to the training instances a
scaling function. In particular, we used both MinMax and Standard
scaling techniques. See Appendix A for further details on these
scaling techniques.

4.5 Prediction
Given a new instance to classify, the prediction is performed using
the same steps as in the training phase. Clearly, if a wrong prediction
is made in one step, all the following steps will also be wrong except
for user action classification, which can be still correct. This is due
to the fact that same actions are shared between the applications,
and it can be correctly identified even if the app identification is
not correct.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we show the evaluation procedure used to assess
the quality of the proposed approach. For each of the classification
step identified in Section 4.4, we first trained a classifier, and then
we tested it on an hold out set of instances. We performed two
different experiments:

(1) Single classifier assessment: in this setting, each single clas-
sifier is tested independently of the others.

(2) Full stack classification: in this setting, the classification is
performed following the full-sequence of classification as
described in Figure 3 (Section 4.4).

We also argue about the obtained results.

5.1 Evaluation settings
All the experiments have been conducted using a stratified 5-fold
cross validation. In order to increase the statistical significance of
the result, we repeated each experiment 10 times with different
90-10% training and test splits. The validation procedure is used to
do model selection and the validated hyper-parameters for SVM
and RF are shown in Table 4 and Table 5, respectively. We chose
standard range of values for the hyper-parameters [16]. We also
validated the scaling techniques shown previously.

Table 4: Hyper-parameters validated for Support Vector Ma-
chine

Parameter Validated values Effect on the model

γ {10−6, . . . , 103} Shape parameter of the RBF kernel which defines how
an example influence in the final classification.

C {10−3, . . . , 103}

Regularization parameter that controls the trade-off
between the achieving a low training error and a low
testing error that is the ability to generalize your clas-
sifier to unseen data.

Table 5: Hyper-parameters validated for Random Forest

Parameter Validated values Effect on the model
# of trees {10, 50, 100} Number of trees use in the ensemble.
Max depth 3,∞ Maximum depth of the trees.

Bootstrap yes / no

Bootstrap Aggregation (a.k.a. bagging) is a technique
that reduces model variances (overfitting) and im-
proves the outcome of learning on limited sample
or unstable datasets.

Split criterion gini, entropy Criterion used to split a node in a decision tree.

It is worth to mention that, even though the dataset has been col-
lected in a controlled setup, the full hierarchical classification well
simulate a real-world scenario in which instances are gathered in
real time. Table 6 describes the instances distribution over the apps
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and over the actions for both iOS and Android. The total number
of instances for non-Bitcoin app are 4662. After the preprocessing
step, Luno app did not produce any meaningful flow. Hence, we had
to discard Luno app. One of the possible reasons for such behavior
of the app could be that the app mostly processes the data off-line.

Table 6: Dataset description: app name; operating system;
number of instances for open app, receive Bitcoin, and send
Bitcoin actions; and the total number of instances

App OS Open
App

Receive
Bitcoin

Send
Bitcoin Total

BTC.com Android 149 22 20 191
Bitcoin Wallet
(Bitcoin.com) Android 51 21 46 118

Coinbase Android 286 20 19 325
Mycelium Android 251 20 38 309
BitPay iOS 20 54 20 94

Bitcoin Wallet
(Bitcoin.com) iOS 49 40 137 226

Blockchain iOS 346 40 167 553
Bread iOS 29 208 217 454
Copay iOS 20 52 20 92

Total 1101 477 684 2362

It is worth to notice that the real proportion of Bitcoin and
non-Bitcoin apps is actually much more imbalanced. However, in
machine learning one of the standard approach to deal with highly
imbalanced datasets is to use over-sampling of theminority class [4].
Thus, in our setting, the almost balanced dataset follows the same
direction of the over-sampling technique.

All methods have been evaluated using standard classification
metrics: Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1 measure. See Appen-
dix A for details on these metrics.

5.2 Results
In this section, we present and discuss the results obtained by our
proposal on user activity identification task.

5.2.1 Single classifier assessment. The following battery of experi-
ments aim to assess each classification layer individually. In these
cases, every layer works with a controlled training set and indepen-
dently from the others. The goal of this preliminary assessment is
to check whether some of the classifications are harder than others.
Tables 7 - 12 present the results for single classifier for different
tasks mentioned in Section 4.4. Here, we present the classification
performances of RF and SVM over 10 runs of a stratified 5-fold
cross validation. We report the average results with their standard
deviations, and (·) indicates the best result for the metric.

For Bitcoin vs. non-Bitcoin app classification, we achieved an
accuracy of 97.7% using RF, see Table 7. Next, as shown in Table 8,
we attained an accuracy of 98.4% using RF in correctly identifying
the OS to which an app belongs to. The performance metrics for
Bitcoin app classification on Android platform are listed in Table 9.
Here, we reached an accuracy of 96.6% using RF. The accuracy in
identification of user actions in Bitcoin apps on Android platform
is listed in Table 10. The performance metrics for Bitcoin app classi-
fication on iOS platform are listed in Table 11. Here, we attained an

accuracy of 96.2% using RF. The accuracy in identification of user
actions in Bitcoin apps on iOS platform is listed in Table 12.

Table 7: Bitcoin vs. non-Bitcoin app classification

Method Accuracy Precision Recall F1
RF 0.977 ± 0.005· 0.977 ± 0.005· 0.973 ± 0.005· 0.975 ± 0.005·
SVM 0.930 ± 0.01 0.922 ± 0.01 0.923 ± 0.01 0.922 ± 0.02

Table 8: App’s OS classification

Method Accuracy Precision Recall F1
RF 0.984 ± 0.01· 0.984 ± 0.01· 0.983 ± 0.01· 0.983 ± 0.01·
SVM 0.956 ± 0.01 0.955 ± 0.02 0.955 ± 0.02 0.955 ± 0.02

Table 9: Bitcoin app classification on Android

Method Accuracy Precision Recall F1
RF 0.966 ± 0.01· 0.968 ± 0.01· 0.968 ± 0.01· 0.968 ± 0.01·
SVM 0.945 ± 0.02 0.948 ± 0.02 0.948 ± 0.02 0.948 ± 0.02

Table 10: Classification of user actions in Bitcoin apps on
Android

Method Bitcoin Wallet
(Bitcoin.com) BTC.com Coinbase Mycelium

RF 0.8 ± 0.15 0.98 ± 0.03· 0.991 ± 0.01· 0.971 ± 0.03·
SVM 0.85 ± 0.1· 0.975 ± 0.03 0.988 ± 0.02 0.958 ± 0.05

Table 11: Bitcoin app classification on iOS

Method Accuracy Precision Recall F1
RF 0.962 ± 0.02· 0.964 ± 0.02· 0.963 ± 0.02· 0.963 ± 0.02·
SVM 0.935 ± 0.02 0.938 ± 0.02 0.935 ± 0.02 0.935 ± 0.02

Table 12: Classification of user actions in Bitcoin apps on iOS

Method Bitcoin Wallet
(Bitcoin.com) BitPay Blockchain Bread Copay

RF 1.0 ± 0.0· 1.0 ± 0.0· 0.920 ± 0.02· 0.943 ± 0.03 1.0 ± 0.0·
SVM 1.0 ± 0.0· 1.0 ± 0.0· 0.911 ± 0.03 0.958 ± 0.04· 1.0 ± 0.0·

As discussed above, we obtained slightly better results on An-
droid for Bitcoin app identification while user action identification
was better on iOS. Moreover, RF performed better over SVM for
most of the task.
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Figure 4: Confusion matrix for Bitcoin app classification us-
ing RF for both (a) Android and (b) iOS. The confusion ma-
trices are taken from one out of ten runs performed.

5.2.2 Full stack classification. This experiment represents a sim-
ulation of a real-world scenario. Hence, the identification of both
Bitcoin app and Bitcoin-related user operations have to be done
assuming that the classifications made in the previous layers of the
classification stack are correct. A single error in one stage of the
classification stack influences all the subsequent ones.

Figure 4 depicts the confusion matrix for identification of Bitcoin
apps using RF for Android (Figure 4(a)) and iOS (Figure 4(b)). Similar
to the previous experiment setting, we got better results on Android
in Bitcoin app identification. Figure 5(a) shows the confusion matrix
for classification of user actions in Bitcoin apps using RF. Figure 5(b)
gives a comparison of accuracy achieved by RF and SVM along the
full stack classification.

It is clear from Figure 5(b) that misclassification errors in one
stage are propagated to the subsequent stages. Hence, the results
for a stage of full stack classification are limited by the performance
of the previous stage(s); except for user action classification, which
can be still correct (see Section 4.5). Nevertheless, we obtained an
accuracy of nearly 95% in user action identification using RF in the
full stack classification.
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Figure 5: (a) Confusion matrix for user action classification
in Bitcoin apps using RF. The confusion matrices are taken
from one out of ten runs performed. (b) Accuracy of both
RF and SVM along the classification stack. Performance are
reported as the average accuracy (%) over 10 runs.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The popularity of cryptocurrencies, especially Bitcoin, is increasing
day-by-day. Bitcoin is now recognized as a regular mode of pay-
ment. The convenience of smartphones has also driven people to
adopt and use this new currency. In this paper, we have focused on
identification of user actions within Bitcoin wallet apps. By ana-
lyzing network traffic using machine learning techniques, we have
identified the most crucial user actions related to Bitcoin transac-
tions with a very high accuracy of nearly 95%. In the future, we
will investigate the security and privacy implication of transacting
on such apps by considering a stronger adversary model. We will
also explore the possibility to de-anonymize financial transaction
placed via wallet apps.
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Appendix A STANDARD DEFINITIONS
MinMax scaler scales each feature in the range [0,1]. Specifi-

cally, given a feature x and one of its assumed value xi the
following formula is applied:

minmax(xi ) =
xi −min(x )

max(x ) −min(x )
,

where min(x ) and max(x ) are the minimum and maximum
value of the feature x in the dataset.

Standard scaler each feature is transformed in such a way
that the mean becomes zero and standard deviation becomes
one. Specifically, given a feature x and one of its value xi ,
the following formula is applied:

standard(xi ) =
xi − µ (x )

σ (x )
,

where µ (x ) and σ (x ) are the mean and standard deviation
of the variable x .

Accuracy measures how often the classifier makes the right
prediction defined as the ratio between the number of hit
and the number of predictions.

Precision quantifies the ability of a classifier to not label a
negative example as positive. It is computed as the ratio
between the number of true positives and the total number
of instances labeled as positives.

Recall defines the probability that a positive prediction made
by the classifier is actually positive. It is computed as the
fraction between the number of true positives and the total
number of positives in the set.

F1 is a single metric that combines both precision and recall
via their harmonic mean:

F1 = 2 ×
precision × recall
precision + recall
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